Today, through advances in technology, computing power, and the joint approaches of anatomy, physiology, psychophysics, imaging, and computational and analytical modeling that have taken place over the past 20 years, we know that the neural representation of visual information is highly complex. The visual cortex is a vast tangle of neuronal interconnections that we are just beginning to understand. In a companion paper, Barry Lee (this issue) describes how advances in single-cell recording techniques over the past 20 years have increased our knowledge of the functional significance of the interconnections. In this paper, Tom Wickens and I describe how scientific and technological influences beginning 20 years ago have led us to develop a new psychophysical approach to non-invasively measuring, understanding, and describing systems of neuronal interactions. (1) Our personal collaborative history began the year ECVP was founded, in 1977. Our account is intended to illustrate how shifts in one's own field, theoretical advances in other fields, and rapid progress in technology and computing power come together to produce fresh ways of approaching scientific questions. By tracing the influences driving our own particular 20-year association, we hope to provide a more intimate glimpse into the process than is possible when reviewing the progress of an entire field. Along the way, we hope to capture something of the Zeitgeist in the spatial vision community of the 1970s and to show the more personal side of the forces that create evolution in a field. These forces come, in part, from the participants themselves. Several Abstract. The advent of a multiple-channels approach to spatial vision 20 years ago raised important questions that were difficult to approach empirically, given the technology and analytic tools of the time. These questions concerned the interaction or combination of different components of a stimulus öquestions that have recently resurfaced in more complex form. Classical psychophysical methods for assessing whether two stimulus aspects are coded independently (eg masking, adaptation, and cue-summation) provide only limited information about the nature of whatever interactions are discovered. In both older work in detection and recent work in complex pattern discrimination, we have used a double-judgment paradigm in which the observer rates two aspects of a stimulus simultaneously. The paradigm provides a rich source of information about the codes underlying each psychophysical decision and which are unique in permitting us to psychophysically investigate effects resulting from neural noise in the system. Our analyses draw on theories of dimensional interaction in signal detection theory and in information theory, and on methods from several branches of statistics, including categorical data analysis and structural equation modeling. We review the theoretical, technological, methodological, and personal influences that led us to develop this approach.
of the researchers whose work was particularly influential to our own in the 1970s generously contributed their memories, information, and insights to this paper. (2) The long-term goal of Tom's and my work was to develop a general framework within which we can psychophysically measure, mathematically describe, and visually represent complex patterns of neuronal interactions inferred from behavioral data. The work is a true collaboration that brings together knowledge from two quite different areas of expertise (visual psychophysics and mathematical psychology). Not surprisingly, the motivating forces driving each of our contributions differ considerably. We therefore organize this paper into two parts. In the first part, we examine how the shift from a single-channel model to a multiple-channels model in pattern vision raised new questions that could not be fully answered with the use of existing psychophysical methods and analyses (see Dennis Levi, this issue, for a review of some important research contributions at the time).
We describe how the technology of the time made it ripe for inventing new empirical approaches to visual psychophysics, new analyses and representations of the data generated by these new procedures, and how these advances relied heavily on newlyavailable computing power (all 16K of it!). In the second part of the paper, we briefly describe the empirical and analytic techniques we developed to explore questions of the time, recount how advances in mathematical psychology and statistics in the 1970s led naturally to their development, and trace the progressively increasing complexity of our techniques and of vision models in general.
2 Paradigm shifts in spatial vision: multiple channels One consequence of a major paradigm shift in any scientific field is that suddenly there are new questions to ask. These questions, in turn, require new empirical techniques, new approaches to data analysis, new conceptual and quantitative models, and new ways of representing both models and data in simple, understandable ways. As we find from Dennis Levi (this issue), the field of spatial vision was in transition 20 years ago, undergoing a major shift in thinking about how pattern information was represented in early cortex [see also reviews by Kelly and Burbeck 1984; Thomas 1986; and Westheimer 1984, 1986 for additional historical context from different viewpoints (3) ]. The transition was from a single-channel model, in which the visual system was represented as a single entity with a single contrast-sensitivity profile, to a multiple-channels model of representation.
The transition took some time. Figure 1 shows a meeting of opposing points of view at the Cambridge ECVP in 1984. On the left is Fergus Campbell, champion of the multiplechannels idea; on the right is Don Kelly, firmly a single-channel man. Despite some apparent tension at their first meeting in Cambridge, Campbell was later heard to remark something to the effect that he found Kelly to be``a rather nice fellow after all''. Dennis Levi has recounted contributions of researchers working in physiology, psychophysics, and theoretical modeling to the development of the multiple-channels concept, and we do not attempt to rewrite his review here. For context, however, we briefly note that prior to the conception of multiple channels, perhaps 15 years before (2) The photographs and quotes presented here represent a somewhat arbitrary collection of researchers whose work particularly influenced the development of the concurrent-response paradigm and analyses we describe here, together with the rather haphazard availability of photographs from 20 years ago. We thank Norma Graham, Jack Nachmias, John Robson, Bob Sekuler, Jim Thomas, and David Tolhurst for photographs of themselves and others. We also thank Go« te Nyman and Pentti Laurinen for the photograph and caption shown in figure 1. We especially thank Kristian Donner for inviting us to contribute our personal experiences to this historic occasion. (3) Multidimensional perceptual work by other authors was appearing at about this time. In particular, we were certainly influenced by the work of Greg Ashby, Jim Townsend, and their studentsösee, for example, the other chapters published in this volume.
ECVP existed, scientific thinking about perceptual processing had been dominated by single-channel models (eg Blackwell 1963) . As Jim Thomas recalled in his retrospective piece on spatial vision (Thomas 1986 ), these models elegantly conceptualized early cortical visual processing as passing the neural representation of a scene through a single linear filter. The output was determined by a weighted sum of light over local retinal regions. Together with the possibility of antagonistic surrounds (von Bekesy 1960) , this model could account for a number of perceptual phenomena, such as Mach bands. The notion was generally consistent with the physiology: Barlow (1953) , Kuffler (1953) , Enroth-Cugell and Robson (1966) , and other physiologists had described centerŝ urround receptive fields in retinal ganglion cells some years earlier. As Thomas points out, however, the single-channel model had no good explanation for why these cells were individually selective to size and phase or polarity.
The seminal work of Wiesel (1959, 1962) on the nature of receptive fields in cat striate cortex had suggested that tuning with respect to spatial location, size, and phase was preserved in the cortex. Furthermore, cortical cells were tuned with respect to orientation (among other things, such as color and direction of motion). These findings led psychophysicists in the late 1960s and early 1970s to introduce the concept of multiple channels, each tuned to different sizes, orientations, and directions of motion. The neural substrate was presumed to be something akin to the simple cells described by Hubel and Wiesel. However, it was not immediately obvious how to determine psychophysically whether the visual system was combining information from these cells and processing spatial information as a single, broadly tuned unit, whether information at different spatial scales and orientations was carried by separate and independent neural pathways that were independently accessible, or whether information was carried within separate pathways that interacted with one another.
By the mid to late 1970s, the field of spatial vision was exploding with new and exciting methods, results, theories, and models. To illustrate this point, I made an informal comparison of the number and type of vision articles published during the ten-year period prior to the start of ECVP (1966^1974) and those published in the decade surrounding the start of ECVP (1975^1984). (4) The total number of articles published in the field of vision rose from 8947 to 10 871, an increase of 22%. In spatial vision during the same period the number rose from 81 to 470, an increase of 480%. The number of articles specifically directed to vision and the multiple-channels concept rose from 9 to 94, an increase of 944%.
In one view of multiple channels, each`channel' was envisioned as a group of neural pathways tuned to a limited range of values along several stimulus dimensions expressed in Fourier terms (eg spatial frequency, orientation, phase), and multiple channels existed to signal information about different ranges of these dimensions. Other views emphasized the importance of spatial scale and position. Whatever the view, it was a time of great excitement and creativity. David Tolhurst put it eloquently in a letter describing his recollections of the time:``Everything was stunningly new ... you seemed to be able to discover new channels or new interactions at will ... You could have a good idea, test it with the method of adjustment, and submit the paper in a month.
[However,] you could barely distinguish between the single-channel and multiple-channels models experimentally, or tell whether they had bandwidths of 0.25 octaves or 3.0 octaves!''
In the years surrounding the advent of ECVP, experiments began to establish the existence of multiple channels. Experiments and models of the initial analysis process, models of gain control and contrast regulation, and models of higher-level interactions across channels began to appear in large numbers (eg Badcock 1984a (eg Badcock , 1984b Bishop et al 1971 Bishop et al , 1973 Blakemore and Campbell 1969; Blakemore et al 1970; Burr et al 1981; Campbell and Robson 1968; Derrington 1987; Georgeson 1973 Georgeson , 1980 Graham and Nachmias 1971; Henning et al 1975; Marr 1976 Marr , 1982 Marr and Hildreth 1980; Marr et al 1979; Watt 1982, 1983; Morrone et al 1982; Pantle 1974; Pantle and Sekuler 1968, 1969; Sullivan et al 1972; Watt and Morgan 1985; Watt et al 1983; Westheimer 1967 Westheimer , 1973 Westheimer and Hauske 1975; Westheimer et al 1976; Wilson and Bergen 1979) . It was clear from these works and a multitude of others that the psychophysics of spatial vision was highly multidimensional. The questions raised by the concept of multiple representations in spatial vision created the need for new experimental paradigms and new types of stimuli. We had to start thinking about new ways of generating and displaying complex stimuli, new ways to measure whether two or more components of a stimulus were processed independently, new ways to characterize and understand interactions among processing streams, and new ways to represent these interactions in an intuitively accessible manner.
The specific theoretical framework in which I was working in 1977 was a model developed by Jim Thomas, based on the receptive-field work of Hubel and Wiesel. A general framework of the time, and one that captures the spirit of the Thomas model as well as others, is exemplified in figure 2 . Figure 2 shows a model developed by Sachs et al (1971) , which has several stages. Following an input stage, spatial information is processed via multiple processing streams tuned to different frequencies (and presumably different orientations, positions, etc) . Each pathway is modeled as a linear filter followed by within-pathway nonlinearities. In models such as these, neural noise is added somewhere in the system, generally near or at the end of the processing stream. This is followed by a stage in which the outputs of the different processing streams are combined to make a psychophysical decision. Finally, an output rule links the sensory events to a perceptual decision. In the mid-1970s, we knew little about the validity of this or any other model, and each of these and alternatively proposed processing stages needed to be quantitatively characterized and extensively tested.
The questions of interest to me were numerous. Did multiple neural channels, tuned to different ranges of spatial location, spatial frequency, orientation, and direction of motion exist? Did they mediate everyday perceptual tasks? Were channels with very different properties independent of one another, or were there interactions among these channels, such as summation, inhibition, disinhibition, or facilitation? What role, if any, did such interactions play in the perception of everyday objects? How should potential interactions be measured? There was a long series of questions about the role of neural noise. Did neural noise limit perceptual performance? Did it matter if we even thought about noise? Where should we put noise in a modelöearly or late? Was noise independent or correlated across channels? How did one go about measuring effects of noise psychophysically? How did one psychophysically separate perceptual effects due to noise from effects due to changes in signal? Another series of questions concerned the integration of information about stimulus dimensions or features. Was information combined across channels at the decision level, or were there hardwired, neural combining circuits that preceded a decision stage? How could we experimentally separate these conceptually different processes? How could the combining processes be described quantitatively? Were there capacity or attentional limits involved in the combination process? How was the information actually used to make psychophysical decisions?
Running rigorous experiments in pattern vision was not so easy 20 years ago. Given today's technology, it is astonishing to recall how difficult visual psychophysical experimentation actually was. The experiments that could be done at the time, representations of the data, the quantitative analyses, and to some extent the thinking, were in great measure limited by the technology of the times. Prior to the mid-1970s, stimuli used to investigate pattern vision had been primarily simple spots of light, whose intensity or size were controlled by stepping motors and other mechanical means. Running a study might take two or three experimenters to control stimulus presentation and record responses. It would need all morning to run a single session, and the data analysis for that session would keep the experimenters busy the rest of the day. The lack of the computing power and graphics programs we take for granted today made preparing slides and figures for publication into a nightmare. Figures were drawn by hand with India ink in pens that continuously clogged. Lettering was done by inserting an ink pen into a stylus. We used a grooved template together with a T-square . An early multiple-channels model, from Sachs et al (1971) .
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to guide the formation, spacing, and placement of text, axes, and data points. The process was tedious, and reduced the complexity of the graphs that one even dared to attempt. The process was also frustrating. Inevitably, it seemed, just as the figure was completed, the stylus would slip off the template and a huge streak of ink would cover your afternoon's effort. This was only 20 years agoöa single generation for humans, but so many for computers! At that time, computers were just beginning to be available. The computer revolution had a huge impact on every aspect of vision research, opening new ways for stimuli to be generated and displayed, new ways to analyze data and model results, and new ways to represent data. Figure 3 shows photographs from a Hewlett-Packard promotional campaign that proudly mentions control by the UCLA Psychology`department computer'. It took up an entire room. Figure 3a shows Jim Thomas's lab in 1971, which I joined in 1977. Figure 3b shows the computer itself, and one of the wonderfully complex computer setups needed to display visual stimuli. Notice the wires hanging out. There were external digital-to-analog converters, analog-to-digital converters, not to mention punched paper tape and card readers, and excruciatingly slow teletype printers. All of these were wired up to drive the Z-axis of an oscilloscopeömerely to generate simple, static, one-dimensional patternsöand to automatically record subject responses. You had to be an electrical engineer as well as a budding computer programmer to do experiments in those days.
The stimulus of choice for studies in pattern vision was also changing, partly in response to the newly available computing power, and partly due to theoretical advances reflecting the application of linear-systems analysis to vision. The concept of linear systems had been introduced into the field some years earlier and used in optical, physiological, and psychophysical work (Campbell and Robson 1968; DePalma and Lowry 1962; Enroth-Cugell and Robson 1966; Krauskopf 1962; Lowry and DePalma 1961; Schade 1953; Tolhurst 1972a; Westheimer and Campbell 1962) .
John Robson and David Tolhurst are shown in figure 4 , a photograph taken at Cambridge in the mid 1970s, a time and place in which some of the pioneering work in applying linear-systems analysis was developed. For a linear-systems model, the simplest stimulus was not an optical spot of light or edge, which contain many frequencies and/or orientations. Instead, it was a sinusoidal grating, which could be passed through the optics of the eye without distorting its Fourier components, changing only in contrast and possibly phase. Such a stimulus could be specified exactly in terms of its spatial-frequency and orientation content. Moreover, grating stimuli had been shown to be effective in isolating small, selected groups of cortical neurons, an important feature when testing for differences between single-channel and multiple-channels models.
Only a few years before, the new stimuli of choice had been particularly difficult to generate. John Robson recalls that he and Fergus Campbell, when first giving talks about Fourier analysis in the early 1970s, needed a photographic illustration of a sinusoidal grating to accompany talks. This wasn't so easy back then. They attempted to make it by using a slowly moving photographic plate whose motion was controlled by dropping an attached weight through thick, gooey molasses. As John put it dryly:`T hat method didn't work at all well!'' Electronic stimulus generation, even with all the wires hanging out, was much easier, although no graphics programs nor commercially produced graphics boards were available. There is no doubt that new computing power helped promote the use of sinusoidal gratings in pattern vision research, and permitted us to compute and display more complex patterns whose frequency and orientation content was still carefully controlled. The ability to make and display these more complex patterns was central in developing the concurrent-response paradigm. Twenty years ago, then, the technology was primitive but undergoing change. Quantitative modeling and multidimensional representations in psychophysics were also relatively primitive, but ready for advancement given the rapid progress in technology and computing at the time. An interesting overview that captures the state of the art in spatial vision at the time can be found in a 1974 Annual Review of Psychology article (Sekuler 1974) . A photo of the author, Bob Sekuler, at about that time is shown in figure 5.
The formation of mathematical psychology as a subdiscipline in the 1960s also played an important role influencing the development of our concurrent-response paradigm and analyses. Researchers such as Norma Graham (figure 6), and Jack Nachmias (figure 7), whose work in mathematical psychology and in vision heavily influenced the work I did with Tom Wickens, were very much an active part of this movement. Many new mathematical tools and techniques were first introduced in the field of psychoacoustics, and then adapted into visual psychophysics research. My co-author, Tom, was much involved with the mathematical psychology movement, and as will become apparent, the techniques that we developed owe a great deal to its influence.
As I entered into the vision world as a graduate student at UCLA in 1977, Jim Thomas and his students were pioneering new ideal-observer analyses and developing new empirical tests using single-response detection and discrimination paradigms. These were used to determine whether, at initial cortical stages of representation, information about very different spatial frequencies was represented by truly independent groups of neurons, as suggested by some strong versions of multiple-channels models. Empirical and theoretical work in hyperacuity, edge detection, and physiology prior to and around 1977 suggested this was not always the case (Bishop et al 1971; Georgeson 1973; Henning et al 1975; Maffei and Fiorentini 1976; Marr 1976; Sullivan et al 1972; Tolhurst and Barfield 1978; Westheimer and Hauske 1975; Westheimer et al 1976) , but considerable evidence supporting independent representations, at least at the initial stages of processing, was also available (see De Valois and De Valois 1988; Graham 1989; Olzak and Thomas 1986 for reviews of this evidence).
Jim Thomas is shown at UCLA in figure 8, surrounded by representations of our geometrically based modeling approach to pattern vision. The tests developed by Jim and his students were designed to distinguish between single-channel and multiplechannels models, and among independent/nonindependent channels models in ways that specifically avoided untestable assumptions or unmeasured (and perhaps unmeasurable) characteristics like the number of channels and their bandwidths. Empirical tests in the Thomas lab were formulated and interpreted within the context of his model on the functional significance of receptive fieldsöthe first formal channel model to be published, and the first psychophysical model to be based firmly on the physiological receptive-field work of Hubel and Wiesel (Thomas 1970) . The geometric, vector (or distance)-based representation that Jim Thomas and his students built upon, and that Tom and I later adapted in our concurrent-response work, had its roots generally in the mathematical psychology literature and specifically in signal detection theory (SDT) (Green and Swets 1966) . SDT itself grew out statistical decision theory, and had been the foundation of much sophisticated work in psychoacoustics. In 1956, Wilson Tanner had published a paper presenting a general theory of recognition in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America that used double d H plots (Tanner 1956 ). Figure 9 , taken from that paper, illustrates this type of plot. However, it was not until 1974 that Jack Nachmias, who had been working alongside psychoacousticians, brought the idea to the vision community in an ARVO talk (Nachmias 1974) .
Jim Thomas and his students had devised two relatively assumption-free ideal-observer models to predict the relationship between detection and identification performance in two different experimental paradigms. One paradigm used dual judgments in a 262 simultaneous detection and identification procedure (Furchner et al 1977; Nachmias and Weber 1975; ; the other paradigm compared detection of a compound stimulus to discrimination between its components, with separate blocks of trials to obtain the two measures. Both procedures led to clear evidence rejecting both single-channel models and independent versions of the multiple-channels model. These results, and their associated theoretical analyses, provided the motivation and the key elements for the new procedures and analyses that Tom and I developed.
In the first approach, which uses the 262 procedure, one of two possible low-contrast stimuli appears in one of two intervals; the other interval is blank on that trial. Detection performance is measured by the accuracy of choosing the correct interval; discrimination performance is measured by the accuracy of choosing the right stimulus. An idealobserver model predicts that if the stimuli to be discriminated are mediated by separate and independent pathways, performance in the two tasks will be equal (Thomas et al 1982) . To the extent that the two stimuli are processed by pathways with overlapping sensitivities, discrimination performance will be lower than performance in the detection task.
The second approach uses independent estimates of detection and discrimination, which are represented in a multidimensional vector space . Under the multiple-channels hypothesis, the Thomas et al (1982) analysis demonstrates geometrically that if two very different gratings are processed by independent pathways with non-overlapping sensitivity profiles, equal noise variance, and no correlation in their noise processes, then the ability to detect a compound grating formed by superimposing the two stimuli equals the ability to discriminate between the two components. However, if the pathways responding to the two components have overlapping sensitivities, then discrimination performance is lower than detection of the compound. Figure 9 . An influential representation (Tanner 1956 ) using double d H plots and bivariate distributions to simultaneously represent detection and identification. Figure 10 shows results from an experiment of the latter type, performed with vertical sinusoids of 3 and 12 cycles deg À1 (Olzak and Thomas 1981) . Each point indicates the relationship between performance when detecting a compound grating (plotted on the abscissa) and discriminating its components (plotted on the ordinate). The diagonal indicates equal performance in the two conditions. Imagine our surprise when it turned out that discrimination was better than detection! You could not see the stimulus, but you knew which one it was! What did that mean?
It meant two things. First, it added to the already healthy body of evidence that rejected a single-channel model in favor of a multiple-channels model. Second, it confirmed that the channels were not independent. Apparently, either there were systematic interactions between the channels, or there were other nonlinearities in the system that were important enough to affect performance on visual tasks, even at the detection threshold. Two explanations seemed the most reasonable. One was inhibition between channels; the other was correlation in noise processes between responding channels. Either of these processes could explain our result, though conceptually they are quite different explanations. An explanation based on inhibition was clear: if the activation of one channel reduced activity in the other, then discriminability would improve relative to detectability of a compound (Olzak 1985) . The concept of cross-frequency inhibition was already in the air. A number of psychophysicists were talking about inhibitory processes and nonlinearities while trying to interpret psychophysical adaptation data (Nachmias et al 1973; Pantle 1974; Stecher et al 1973; Tolhurst 1972b; Tolhurst and Barfield 1978) , and physiological evidence for inhibitory interactions had been published (eg Bishop et al 1971; Blakemore and Tobin 1972; Maffei and Fiorentini 1976; Sillito 1975) . Inhibition seemed like a good candidate for the nonlinearity.
However, correlated neural noise was an equally attractive option. Although the vector models developed in the Thomas lab did not explicitly address noise issues, we realized that positive correlations in the noise process would reduce the overlap between response distributions that arise over repeated presentations of the same two stimuli to be discriminated [figure 4c of Olzak and Wickens (1997) , illustrates the logic of this point]. If performance were determined by the overlap between these distributions of noisy responses, then decreasing the overlap would result in increased discriminability. At the same time, positive correlations would increase the overlap between response distributions arising from repeated presentations of a blank stimulus and those arising from presentations of a compound stimulus. However, almost no one was talking about noise back then, in part because we simply did not have the methods to measure characteristics of noise distributions psychophysically. Although the implications of inhibition and correlated noise for our detection and discrimination data were mathematical transformations of each other, conceptually they are quite different. As I thought about them, it became clear to me that no single-response paradigm could resolve the issue. If we were interested in possible correlations between two response distributions, then we had to measure both responses simultaneously. The dual-response methods we had previously used to measure detection and identification were not sufficient to answer this question; we had to be able to simultaneously measure activity in two channels when performing a single type of judgment.
Just about this time, a new dual-judgment procedure was introduced into the literature (Hirsch 1977; Hirsch et al 1982) . We describe the procedure in the next section. At the time I heard about the paradigm there were few analyses available to exploit the data, and Hirsch's data were represented in tables which I found difficult to understand and harder to visualize. It was obvious that the paradigm had great potential for empirically investigating questions about independence and interactions öbut only if we could analyze and understand the data in more sophisticated ways than had evolved thus far. At that point Tom and I began developing our approach.
Concurrent-judgment studies and their analysis
In the remainder of this paper we look at how our approach to the concurrentresponse procedure evolved. Much of our work has been driven by our attempts to answer three questions:
. What types of interaction are possible and how are these measured?
. What is a good way to visualize these interactions? . How do these interactions relate to the type of models that were and are being used in vision research? Our initial work with the concurrent-judgment procedure, like that of Hirsch et al (1982) , used a detection task. However, I will describe the procedure here in its discrimination form, as we have come to use it. Figure 11 shows the experimental basis of the procedure. We must be able to vary two aspects of a stimulus if we are to see how these components interact and how their variation affects an observer's perception. Accordingly, we use stimuli with two distinct dimensions and vary both of them to create four different stimuli. We can make these four stimuli in either of two ways. One possibility is to take a two-component stimulus and modify each component. Figure 11 . A schematic representation of two sets of four stimuli for a concurrent discrimination task. The upper set is formed by varying the two components of a plaid; the lower set by varying a single grating along two dimensions. The actual stimuli were sinusoidal modulations of the background presented in a Gaussian window. The numbers refer to grating frequency in cycles deg À1 .
The observer's behavior must reflect both aspects of the stimulus, so we collect two responses for each stimulus, one to each stimulus component. Because we are going to apply signal-detection models, we collect confidence-rating responses to repeated presentations of the four stimuli, usually on a 1 to 6 scale or its equivalent. On each day (or block of trials) each of the four stimulus types is presented the same number of times (generally 50) in a randomly ordered sequence.
The data yielded by a study using either type of stimulus form a 2 by 2 configuration of 6 by 6 tables. Figure 12 shows an example from a study that used spatial frequency and orientation manipulations of a single-component stimulus. Each stimulus gives a 6 by 6 table of responses, and the complete set of data includes four such tables. The entries in the table are the number of trials on which a particular combination of responses was made. For example, the responses for the low-frequency, left-tipped stimulus are in the upper-left portion of the table. Ratings for the frequency discrimination run along the horizontal dimension and ratings for the orientation discrimination run along the vertical dimension. On 53 trials this observer responded with the most sure category for both low and left; on 15 trials a high-confidence left response was combined with a low-confidence high response.
Our problem was to find ways to treat these data. Fortunately, we did not have to start from scratch, but were able to draw on the new techniques in statistical analysis that were appearing around the time we started this work. For the most part, these developments were made possible by the vast increases in computational power available with larger and cheaper computers.
Our initial approach was directed at the first of our questions: what types of interactions are there and how are they measured. There are many things that can go on in a 2626666 data table, and it wasn't clear what they were. Tom has interests in mathematical psychology outside vision, and, at the time we started this work, he was investigating a question in quantitative learning theory that formally was quite similar to ours. He was looking at what happens when a subject is given two opportunities to remember a fact, and at how the first and second choices of answer are related (Wickens and Greitzer 1975) . These data could be treated with procedures that had been developed to analyze multidimensional contingency-table data (Bishop et al 1975; Haberman 1978 Haberman , 1979 ; for more modern treatments, see eg Agresti 1990; Wickens 1989 ). These techniques use log^linear models for the frequencies. They generalize the linear models of ordinary statistics to the multiplicative relationships appropriate for categorical data, and they extend contingency-table analysis to multiple dimensions. The form of the concurrent-judgment data matrices suggested that we could use these methods. Our first approach was to apply the log^linear models to our data (Olzak and Wickens 1983; Wickens and Olzak 1989) .
The log^linear approach gave us a systematic way to talk about independence or unrelatedness in several dimensions. When it was necessary to introduce a term into the description that depended on two dimensions of the table, we could tell that some interaction involving those dimensions was present. For example, if it was necessary to include a term that related the value of one stimulus to the response of the other, then we knew that some sort of channel cross-talk was occurring. The sign of the term told us whether the effects were excitatory or inhibitory. If the responses covaried, regardless of the value of the stimuli, we could perhaps infer covariation in neural noise.
Incidentally, the notion of dependence in the log^linear approach is closely connected to the idea of information or entropy in information theory (Shannon 1948; Shannon and Weaver 1949) . The measures in the two domains are direct transformations of one another. Our methodology let us view the stimulus as transmitting measurable information to the response and gave us a way to measure the magnitude of this transmission.
We could now separate between-channel inhibition from correlated noise. Indeed, we categorized a whole series of effects and influences as statistical models. For example, in Wickens and Olzak (1992) we described eleven distinct effects that could be extracted from our data, along with three distinct ways to measure them by numerical parameters. Advances in computer power were crucial here, as we had to use computationally intensive iterative procedures to estimate these parameters.
The log^linear models let us create a hierarchy of descriptions, from very simple to complex, and gave us rigorous statistical tests for the differences among them. Figure 13 shows this approach in a diagram we used in talks about a decade ago. Each box corresponds to a statistical description (or`model') of our data. The simplest description is at the top of the diagram. It refers to a model in which the two responses (X and Y ) were unassociated, given the particular stimulus HL, which in this case Figure 13 . A lattice of models fitted to concurrent-discrimination data for the two components of a plaid formed from crossed 3 and 15 cycles deg À1 gratings. The letters H and L refer to the classification of the high and low frequency components of the stimuli, and the letters X and Y refer to the corresponding responses. The perpendicular-like symbol indicates statistical unrelatedness or independence.
was a vertical compound grating composed of a high frequency grating (H ) and a low frequency grating (L). The large value of the test statistic G 2 shows that this representation is unsatisfactory. The boxes below it refer to models that introduce various forms of association between the responses. Symbols shown within a given bracket indicate associations exist in the data. Lines connect descriptions that are special cases of each other, and the diagram ends with a`saturated' model that is sufficiently complex to exactly reproduce the data. The test statistic told us which explanations were satisfactory and which were not. In this case, the middle model, denoted [HLX ] [HLY ] [XY ] was satisfactory. It indicated that, while the two responses were associated, this association did not depend upon the stimulus.
We found these diagrams to be very helpful in identifying the interactions in the data. However, it turned out that they were not easy to present to othersöthey are more familiar to the mathematical psychology community than to vision researchers. The difficulty was made very clear to us when I used this diagram in a talk at the Optical Society of America and was told afterward that it was the most incomprehensible talk I had ever given. Nothing has improved with timeöthe reviewer on this paper still found them incomprehensible. Quite clearly, the statistical models do not answer our second question öthe one about a good representation.
The starting point for a good picture is bivariate signal detection theory, as expressed by Tanner's model (figure 9, above) or in the detection^discrimination models that Jim Thomas was developing. The concept was clear. We should fit a bivariate distributionöGaussian for lack of a reason to choose another form öto the variable responses that arose in response to repeated presentations of each stimulus type, and should use the fact that the ratings are on the same scales to link them. The top part of figure 14 shows the four overlapping distributions called for by this representation.
There were two major problems with the bivariate Gaussian representation, one practical, the other computational. For one thing, we found it difficult to draw perspective figures of the distributionsöI have already commented on the drawing tools we had at the time. Computers were coming in that could do the work, but at the time it needed special-purpose programs to drive the plotters (which were no less messy than the India ink pens). Permit an anecdote: I wanted a three-dimensional picture of my data when I was writing up this work for my dissertation. I asked my husband, who worked for a high-tech aerospace company, if they had programs to draw it. Nothing was available, but he became intrigued with the problem, as did others at the company. It took hours of bootlegged time and computing power, but I eventually had my picture.
Although programs that can draw pictures like figure 14 are now readily available, the perspective pictures have a more serious difficulty: they are very hard to read. One cannot easily tell from this picture how the means relate to each other and whether the distributions are circularly symmetrical or asymmetrical. A much more comprehensible picture is obtained by viewing the distributions from above and drawing only one level equal-volume contour for each distribution. We connect the means to form a quadrilateral, as in the lower panel of figure 14 . Because the distributions overlap greatly (remember that d H is near unity for many of our manipulations), we found it helpful to draw rather small ellipses, usually including only 10% of the distribution. We have found that this representation is a quick way to visualize our effects and that it is relatively easy to explain to others. Figure 15 shows how useful the picture can be. The question that these data concern is the interaction between frequency judgments of the horizontal and vertical components of a plaid [see Olzak and Wickens (1997) À1 component, with the lower value at the bottom and the higher at the top. The independence of the channels is shown in two ways. First, the pattern of means is rectangular, indicating that the level of one of the attributes does not affect discrimination on the otheröthe 3 cycles deg À1 discrimination is the same when the 15 cycles deg À1 component is at its lower value as when it is at its higher value. Second, the distributions are nearly circular in shape, implying that the responses are uncorrelated. They appear round when sliced horizontally, reflecting the definition of independence (the fact that the joint probability of each pair of responses is merely the product of the two univariate Gaussian response distributions). Neither betweenchannel inhibition nor correlated noise are present, implying that stimulus components differing widely in both orientation and spatial frequency are processed by entirely separate and independent channels.
Contrast this picture with the lower panel of figure 15 , for which both components of the plaid are similar in frequency. Here the interaction between the horizontal and vertical channels is very obvious. First, there are direct cross-channel effects indicating excitatory interactions. How one dimension is judged depends on the values on the other dimension; for example, two points on the left are lower than the two points on the right, implying that the vertical grating is more likely to be rated low when the horizontal component is at its lower values than when it is at its higher value. A symmetrical shift affects the horizontal grating. Second, the noise in the two channels is correlated, as shown by the strikingly elliptical contours. The elliptical shapes reflect covariation in the noise processes, such that high response values in one channel tend to co-occur with high values in the other channel. Regardless of the stimulus, when the horizontal component is seen as its high-frequency alternative, the vertical component is more likely to receive a high-frequency rating, and vice versa. We conclude from these data that either there are excitatory interactions between the mechanisms processing horizontal and vertical components and/or that noise between these fluctuates in partial synchrony, or that there is partial summation of these channels by a higher-level neural mechanism. Data like these also demonstrate that we cannot yet think in terms of deciding between channel interactions and correlated noise solely on the basis of these types of analyses, as both effects are inherently intertwined, a matter to which I will return below.
The second problem with the bivariate Gaussian representation was computational. The idea of a continuous bivariate distribution underlying a two-way categorization was not a new one. It dates back at least to Karl Pearson's work in the first few years of this century on what he called the polychoric correlation coefficient (Pearson 1901) . However, at the time we started our work, the integration of distributions into a single picture was computationally intractable. The solution to this problem grew out of the generalized linear model approach of Nelder and Wedderburn (1972; see also McCullagh and Nelder 1989) . These methods had been applied by Bengt Muthe¨n at Uppsala to fit data from categorical items in test theory (Muthe¨n 1979; Muthe¨n and Christoffersson 1981) . He used bivariate distributions in a way that was very close to the signal-detection model. Although we did not make direct use of his algorithms, the work suggested to Tom how the standard unidimensional signal-detection models for rating scales should be generalized to multidimensional data. Just as the two distributions in a unidimensional analysis are divided by criteria into a series of intervals, the two-dimensional picture is divided by orthogonal criteria into regions (figure 16, top and bottom, respectively). Computationally, the problem was to find an efficient means to estimate the various distribution and criterion parameters. As it happened, good fitting methods were coming from all sides. To illustrate how ripe the problem was for a solution, after we developed our solution in the signal-detection context (Wickens 1992) , we discovered that very similar work was being done by Peter Bentler two floors below Tom at UCLA (Lee et al 1990 (Lee et al , 1992 . Similar things were going on from Hong Kong to Scandinavia, and points between.
All of this development misses an important component of vision theory, and that brings me to the third question: the relationship of these techniques to visual models. The signal-detection representation lets us measure and illustrate the interactions between components, but it does not make good contact with the models currently used to describe visual processes and neuronal interactions. Figure 17 shows four examples of these models. Each of these models starts with something like the response of simple cells and combines them using a mixture of linear and nonlinear stages. Our problem is to tie the multivariate Gaussian representation to these theories. The vision models also integrate the various effects expressed by the Gaussian parameters: both betweenstimulus effects such as excitation or inhibition and within-stimulus effects such as correlated noise could derive from the same structural assumptions. Once again we are finding that new techniques appear when we need them. Formally, many of these visual models are akin to the covariance-structure models used by psychometricians and political scientists. These models let one write a description of how a group of observed measurements are interrelated and how they relate to a set of unobserved variables. However, the covariance-structure models are not exactly what we need, for they are entirely linear. The visual models include nonlinear portions, which are essential to their performanceöa`sandwich model' without its nonlinear filling is just an undifferentiated mass of bread. We are currently working on a systematic method to treat these nonlinearities within our particular modeling framework. We can now start with a visual model and get specific predictions for the distributional interactions öthe ellipses and quadrilaterals of figure 15.
To close, I return to the era of the paradigm shift from single-channel models to multiple-channels models; to 1977, which was the first year of ECVP and the year that started the collaborative work at UCLA among Jim Thomas, Tom Wickens, and myself. What of the original question that started the work: why was discrimination between a 3 cycles deg À1 and a 12 cycles deg À1 grating better than detection of its superimposed components? I used the methods Tom and I developed, which were suggestive but not fully conclusive for the reasons stated above, together with additional single-response experiments to answer the question. The data consistently indicated that, even near the detection threshold, small amounts of inhibition occurred among channels tuned to very different frequency bands. This inhibition was sufficient to account quantitatively for the difference in performance between the two tasks (Olzak 1986 ). More recent work has shown that cross-frequency (and cross-orientation) inhibition can exert profound behavioral effects at suprathreshold contrast levels. For example, these processes may reduce the ability to discriminate between two patterns by as much as a factor of two (Olzak and Thomas 1999; Thomas and Olzak 1997) . We have also recently used these methods to demonstrate the existence of a higherlevel summing circuit that pools information of similar orientation across different Figure 17 . Four recent models describing vision processes (from Landy and Bergen 1991; Heeger 1992; Wilson 1993; and Olzak and Thomas 1999). spatial scales, and which signals information about the orientation of an edge, line, or object border (Olzak and Wickens 1997) .
The methods we describe have evolved over the 20 years that ECVP has been in existence, and their increasing complexity reflects not only the increasing information and technology available, but also the increasing communication worldwide and among different fields of research, different theoretical views, and different empirical and analytic approaches. The models shown in figure 17 can be seen as descendants of the Sachs^Nachmias^Robson (1971) model in figure 2, descendants that have more layers and more opportunity for interaction. Similarly, the analytic methods that we have described are richer descendants of our original methods. But the two streams of worköin visual modeling and in analysisöare not independent. Our visual and psychophysical questions and/or quantitative techniques both influenced each other, with the questions driving the techniques and the formal representations giving us the means to ask more subtle questions.
